We invite you to learn and hear from undocumented students themselves. Take some time to view the following videos:

**BuzzFeed Video: “What it's Like Growing Up Undocumented in America”**
A touching short video on the journey of undocumented students: life with DACA, life post DACA, and the implications of the rescinding of DACA.
*Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTGDBHgaRt8*

**CultureStrike**
“CultureStrike empowers artists to dream big, disrupt the status quo, and envision a truly just world rooted in shared humanity. As risk-takers with the creative audacity to think beyond today’s boxes, artists play a powerful role in inciting conversations, inventing new ways of thinking, and redefining the limits of what’s possible. That’s why they believe cultural work is key to creating systemic change.”
*Website: http://www.culturestrike.org/*

**Define American**
“Define American is a nonprofit media and culture organization that uses the power of story to transcend politics and shift the conversation about immigrants, identity, and citizenship in a changing America.”
*Website: https://defineamerican.com/*

**My Undocumented Life**
“The “My Undocumented Life” is a blog is to provide up-to-date information and resources to undocumented immigrants. They post scholarship opportunities that are open to undocumented students, strategies for navigating the educational system, information on how to apply for DACA/Advanced Parole, news on DAPA, and much more. Most importantly, we want to provide a sense of community to our diverse group of readers.”
*Website: https://mydocumentedlife.org/*

**Things I'll Never Say**
“Things I'll Never Say” is a platform for undocumented young people across the country to create our own immigration narratives by boldly sharing our personal experiences through various forms of creative expression”
*Website: www.thingsillneversay.org*

**Undocumented and Awkward by Dreamers Adrift**
“DreamersAdrift is a media platform led by undocumented creative with the goal of taking back the undocumented narrative through videos, art, music, spoken word and poetry. DreamersAdrift was established in October 2010 by four undocumented college graduates: Deisy Hernandez, Fernando Romero, Jesús Iñiguez, and Julio Salgado.”
*Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5hvMBm5xGE*

**Undocumented Tales**
“Webs series about the secret life of a Mexican server living in Los Angeles. Fernando has two secrets. He is an undocumented immigrant and he is a closeted gay man. He is constantly lying about his legal status and real identity. (Disclaimer: The following video link contains scenes of intimacy)"
*Video link: https://youtu.be/xBG4NKshXLQ*